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Abstract:- In this paper we proposed a system prototype tool to evaluate web application security mechanisms. The methodology is based on the idea
that injecting realistic vulnerabilities in a web application and attacking them automatically can be used to support the assessment of existing security
mechanisms and tools in custom setup scenarios. To provide true to life results, the proposed vulnerability and attack injection methodology relies on
the study of a large number of vulnerabilities in real web applications. To remove the vulnerabilities by implementing a concrete Vulnerability &
Attack Injector Tool (VAIT) for securing web applications.
To prevent various attacks like follows:
1.

SQL Injection (SQLi)

2.

Cross Site Scripting (XSS)

3.

Brute Force Attack

4.

Shoulder surfing Attack

5.

Social Attack.

6.

Dictionary Attack

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________
I.

information, complemented with the static analysis of the

INTRODUCTION:

Nowadays there is an increasing dependency on web

source code of the application, allows the effective injection of

applications, ranging from individuals to large organizations.

vulnerabilities that are similar to those found in the real world.

Almost everything is stored, available or traded on the web.

Although this methodology can be applied to various types of

Web applications can be personal websites, blogs, news, social

vulnerabilities, we focus on of the most widely exploited and

networks, web mails, bank agencies, forums, e-commerce

serious web application vulnerabilities that are SQL Injection

applications, etc. The omnipresence of web applications in our

(SQLi) and Cross Site Scripting (XSS) [3], [6]. Attacks to

way of life and in our economy is so important that it makes

these vulnerabilities basically take advantage of improper

them a natural target for malicious minds that want to exploit

coded applications due to unchecked input fields at user

this new streak.

interface. This allows the attacker to change the SQL

Conceptually, the attack injection consists of the introduction

commands that are sent to the database (SQLi) or through the

of realistic vulnerabilities that are afterwards automatically

input of HTML and scripting languages (XSS).

exploited

considered

A Brute-Force Attack, or exhaustive key search, is a

realisticbecause they are derived from the extensive field

cryptanalytic attack that can, in theory, be used against any

study on real web application vulnerabilities presented in [16],

encrypted

and are injected according to a set of representative

information-theoretically secure manner). Such an attack

restrictions and rules defined in [17].

might be used when it is not possible to take advantage of

The attack injection methodology is based on the dynamic

other weaknesses in an encryption system (if any exist) that

analysis of information obtained from the runtime monitoring

would make the task easier. It consists of systematically

of the web application behavior and of the interaction with

checking all.

(attacked).

Vulnerabilities

are

data[1]

(except for

data

encrypted

in

an

external resources, such as the backend database. This
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Shoulder surfing can also be done at a distance using

[5] N. Jovanovic, C. Kruegel, and E. Kirda, produce the, exact

binoculars or other vision-enhancing devices. Inexpensive,

false name examination for static discovery of web application

miniature closed-circuit television cameras can be concealed

vulnerabilities.

in ceilings, walls or fixtures to observe data entry. To prevent

[6] IBM Global Technology Services deliver the, IBM web

shoulder surfing, it is advised to shield paperwork or the

security frameworks x-power 2012 pattern and hazard report.

keypad from view by using one's body or cupping one's hand.

[7] M. Fossi, produce the semantic report on the underground

A Dictionary Attack is based on trying all the strings in a pre-

economy, semantic security reaction.

arranged listing, typically derived from a list of words such as

[8] D. Powell and R. Stroud, produce the, Conceptual Model

in a dictionary (hence the phrase dictionary attack). [1] In

and Architecture of MAFTIA.

contrast to a brute force attack, where a large proportion of the

[9]

key space is searched systematically, a dictionary attack tries

investigation.

only those possibilities which are deemed most likely to

[10] J. Fonseca and M. Vieira, produce the mapping

succeed. Dictionary attacks often succeed because many

programming flaws with we security vulnerabilities

people have a tendency to choose short passwords that are

V.

Krsul,

III.

produce

the,

product

defenselessness

PROPOSED SYSTEM AND WORK

ordinary words or common passwords, or simple variants

The system proposed was actualized in a solid Vulnerability

obtained.

and Attack Injector Tool (VAIT) for web applications. The

Social Attack, in the context of information security, refers to

instrument was tried on top of generally utilized applications

psychological manipulation of people into performing actions

as a part of two situations. The first to assess the viability of

or divulging confidential information. A type of confidence

the VAIT in producing an extensive number of reasonable

trick for the purpose of information gathering, fraud, or system

vulnerabilities for the logged off evaluation of security

access, it differs from a traditional "con" in that it is often one

devices, specifically web application defenselessness scanners.

of many steps in a more complex fraud scheme. The term

The second to show how it can misuse infused vulnerabilities

"social engineering" as an act of psychological manipulation is

to dispatch assaults, permitting the online assessment of the

also associated with the social sciences, but its usage has

adequacy of the counter measure instruments introduced in the

caught on among computer and information security

objective framework, specifically an interruption recognition

professionals.

framework.
II.

RELATED WORK:

Practically speaking, the utilization of both static and element

[1] Jose Fonseca, Marco Vieira, and Henrique Madeira create

examination is a key element of the approach that permits

the assessment of web

expanding the general execution and viability, as it gives the

security instruments utilizing

helplessness and assault infusion.

way to infuse more defenselessness that can be effectively

[2] D. Avresky, J. Arlat, J.C. Laprie, and Y. Crouzet, produce

assaulted and disposed of those that can't.

the deficiency infusion for formal testing of adaptation to non-

The proposed strategy gives a down to earth environment that

critical failure.

can be utilized to test countermeasure instruments, (for

[3] J. Arlat, A. Costes, Y. Crouzet, J.- C. Laprie, and D.

example, interruption identification frameworks (IDSs), web

Powell, create the flaw infusion and steadfastness assessment

application defenselessness scanners, web application fire-

of deficiency tolerant frameworks. [4] N. Neves, J. Antunes,

dividers, static code analyzers, and so on.), train and assess

M. Correia, P. Ver_ıssimo, and R. Neves, create the utilizing

security groups, gauge efforts to establish safety (like the

assault infusion to find new vulnerabilities.

quantity of vulnerabilities present in the code), among others.
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This appraisal of security instruments should be possible

set of vulnerabilities that can be utilized as a proving ground

online by executing the assault injector while the security

for assessing a security apparatus.

device is likewise running; or logged off by infusing an agent

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

Fig1. System Architecture

IV.

MODULES:

PREVENTING XSS ATTACK
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities are a sort

PREVENTING SQL INJECTION ATTACK

SQL infusion is a code infusion strategy, used to assault

of PC security helplessness regularly found in Web

information driven applications, in which malignant SQL

applications. XSS vulnerabilities empower aggressors to

articulations are embedded into a passage field for execution

infuse customer side script into Web pages saw by different

(e.g. to dump the database substance to the attacker).[1] SQL

clients. A cross-site scripting defenselessness might be utilized

infusion must adventure a security defenselessness in an

by aggressors to sidestep access controls, for example, the

application's product, for instance, when client information is

same-starting point strategy. Cross-webpage scripting did on

either mistakenly separated for string exacting departure

sites

characters inserted in SQL proclamations or client information

vulnerabilities recorded by Symantec starting 2007.[1] Their

is not specifically and out of the blue executed. SQL infusion

impact might run from a frivolous irritation to a noteworthy

is generally known as an assault vector for sites however can

security hazard, contingent upon the affectability of the

be utilized to assault any kind of SQL database.

information took care of by the powerless website and the way

represented

approximately

84%

of

all

security
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of any security moderation actualized by the website's

administrator, e.g., to roll out record improvements, get

proprietor.

particular equalizations, and so forth.

PREVENTING DICTIONARY ATTACK

V.

CONCLUSION

It is conceivable to accomplish a period space

The SQL-infusion assaults are colossally risky in

tradeoff by pre-registering a rundown of hashes of lexicon

relationship to different sorts of electronic assaults for the

words, and putting away these in a database utilizing the hash

reason

as the key. This requires a lot of planning time, however

manipulation.SQL infusion openings can be effectively misuse

permits the real assault to be executed speedier. The capacity

by a strategy called SQL infusion assaults. This proposed

prerequisites for the pre-figured tables were before a

incorporated methodology is a push to add some more efforts

noteworthy expense, yet are less of an issue today as a result

to establish safety to databases to maintain a strategic distance

of the minimal effort of plate stockpiling. Pre-figured word

from SQL infusion assault.

that

here

the

final

result

is

information

reference assaults are especially compelling when countless
are to be split. The pre-figured lexicon require just be
produced once, and when it is finished, secret key hashes can
be gazed upward in a split second whenever to locate the
comparing watchword.
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